
Waiting For Supermen 

Okay, it was true: not every community was so conveniently naïve; not every community 
was quite so gullible; not every community was so immediately willing to put  full and 
unquestioned trust into a mayor-led public school management.  

Across the nation, in fact?
Arguing the need to sustain traditional jurisdictions, various not-quite-so-anxious-to-get-

on-board districts prevented the handing over of an unrestrained educational rule to an elected 
municipal leader.  

Ah, well; a little more patience would be required. 
With a touch of judiciously scattered razzle-dazzle here; a flashily disseminated splash of 

media-created glitz there?
Time offered up an alternate path for reducing the resistance which came so 

bothersomely attached to diversely elected school boards.  In the end – well, in the end it turned 
out that you could actually function quite well with, if not a full eradication of democratically 
inclusive boards, at least a general facsimile of the same. 

Making your opening move, initially you began to argue the need for yielding to the 
modern-day call for getting smarter – and, in getting smarter?  Assertively recruiting a business-
minded, top-down, no-excuses superintendent.  Taking advantage of multiple media pipelines 
willing to extend unlimited support in exchange for the double rewards of high drama and a solid 
slice of that reform-money pie, theatrically you presented your newly selected superleader to the 
voting public as an unprecedentedly heroic citizen: an educational leader so deeply troubled 
about modern-day student welfare that, in fact, with an exceptionally groundbreaking concern?

He or she would put children first.  
Strategically building upon the poignancy brought to your message by a media-churned 

drama, tactically you endeavored to create the illusion that – for the first time in a public school 
history?   

Your big-name, hugely-salaried reform genius cared about children.  
And this, as you now repeatedly and enthusiastically told your public audience: 
Oh, this was an astonishingly, and even breathtakingly, new idea.
If, somehow – somewhere along the way?
Well if, unexpectedly, your highly publicized choice for miracle-working Superhero fell 

through? 
Never mind.  
As years bent to an ever more deregulated educational accountability advanced, in a truly 

magical response you could find an escalating pool of options.  In point of fact, the more 
impressive the “big” in Big Money Reform became?

The more exciting the number of self-promoting, I-do-it-all superleaders stridently 
peddling their services for an increasingly weighty price.  (As the years of statistical reform 
progressed, in fact, it was harder and harder to get rid of those who most vocally told the nation 
how truly magical they were.)  Despite dismal, despite even shockingly abysmal, employment 
histories – holding little regard for the more than occasional animosity created in communities 
where many of these invasive “experts” had governed only long enough to be asked, decisively, 
to leave, self-professed school reform Supermen expensively ejected from one contract after the 
next:

Yet found an abundance of employment opportunities waiting.  



Pushed out over here, as if mystically conjured?  
They popped up over there.
Anxious to attract a competition-based financing; willing to ignore previous (and often 

frighteningly antagonistic) administrative records – districts jumped nervously after the most 
vocally uncompromising, the most media-exciting, the most loudly proclaimed I-do-it-all 
Superheroes.  As the competitive money game raced forward at full throttle, oh, make no mistake 
about it: Fund-seeking districts could not afford to be left behind.  Rigidly reform-promoting, 
top-down, business-trained “non-negotiable” superintendents, especially those who bragged, and 
posed, and made the biggest, most extreme statements about public education?  

Were all the rage.  
If you were going to be noticed by those guys at the top – those guys tossing out all of 

that money?
Oh, you just had to have one.*

*And; well, now, who would’ve guessed?  Even after dedicating thirteen long years and literally millions of dollars 
to the vociferous hiring and, on average, three-years-later buying out the contracts for so many of these “miracle-
working” superintendents – recent statistical evidence suggests that this type of a do-what-I-say top-down 
management has not, actually, been getting results.


